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Abstract. The positive growth of the travel and tourism industry in the 20th century is set to continue in the 21st century. This phenomenon creates a number of challenges for travel and tourism educators who have to respond accordingly. However, it appears hospitality and tourism education society has evolved in a heterogeneous and ad hoc manner and does not necessarily meet the needs of the travel and tourism industry. This is because there are many challenges and gaps involved in the curriculum development process. And, we should recall that this development process is intended to enhance the graduates’ knowledge and skills, and employability in the sector. The current issue is to understand all partners in the knowledge exchange and transfer process – students, teachers, institutions and the hospitality industry – with the aim to enhance teaching and learning outcomes through quality curricula. Subsequently, through systematic literature review and multi stages of analysis in the research tradition, the article shows four critical thematic obstacles for educator of tourism and hospitality higher education in dealing with curriculum development such as (1) the need of information and communication technologies (ICT), (2) human resources issues on graduate’s competency, job, and career aspiration, (3) curriculum content towards knowledge and skill formulation that aligned with the industry and business expectation, (4) a high-quality education that produces effective teaching & learning strategy and significance research impact. The dimension of social sciences study reflects this study’s attention to draw constructivist educational theories to understand the possible approaches focuses upon a particular sphere, which predominantly recognize the wake of the industry’s dynamic growth in the light of the curriculum study and hospitality and tourism discipline. After all the study highlights the aim of educational curriculum is to create the ‘complete learner’ rather than merely concentrating upon what curriculum needs to offer—as it is not possible to incorporate all existing knowledge in one particular curriculum.
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1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the 1960s until today, modern tourism industry had steadily grown in producing a number of employment opportunities and proved resilience towards an economic crisis [1]. Moreover, it is one of the largest industries that important socially, culturally and environmentally [2]. Furthermore, over the past six decades, World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) reassured that the increasing number of international tourist arrivals in all continents should and would contribute to a global development [3-7].
On the other hand, the renovation of the international educational approach started a debate and spark a research idea towards a future direction for T&H education [8, 9]. In particular, the dialogue was about creating T&H future aimed to impact on the national socio-economic progress, in terms of jobs, growth, infrastructure development, government, flexible education, curriculum and pedagogy [10].

However, it turns to be challenging as Butler and Jones [11] stated that the “tourism workforce is typically described as having low ability and few skills”. Hence, the T&H curriculum literature was relatively limited [12]. Indeed, studies have highlighted and urged T&H society to recognize the need for improvement in a way that industry actors and academic colleagues to collaborate as well as having mutual understanding towards a future challenge [13-15]. Thus, T&H scholars have stimulated an idea and proposed a new approach for a creative and innovative rethink of traditional teaching models, pedagogies, learning styles towards construction of goods and services in the structure and delivery of programmes, infrastructure and resources (see Tribe [16] for the philosophic practitioner (PP), Dredge, Benckendorff [17] on the philosophical practitioner education (PPE) and Caton [18] towards liberal education).

Nonetheless, in addition to Thomas [19] and Avornyo [20] that worried about the challenges and fostering closer collaboration between the T&H industry and tertiary institutions were still in place. It seems T&H educator has evolved in a heterogeneous and ad hoc manner in order to enhance the competitiveness of the programmes by meeting an uncertainty future, particularly in anticipating the curriculum challenges and gaps regards a development approach.

Therefore, it is possible to activate a comprehensive and systematic evaluation study with intention to make T&H educational curriculum analysis crucial since the educators need to identify and address challenges and gaps, rethink current practices to produce an educated workforce. This new workforce must be able to meet the needs and wants of global consumers, thereby giving the employer a competitive advantage. The way forward needs to recognize a possible curriculum development approach to enhance the competitiveness of graduates economically and socially responsible.

The article starts with a reviewing the current understanding of curriculum development within T&H discipline study. Following a brief discussion of possible reason why the comprehensive understanding of curriculum approach is important prior a development approach. The discussion then briefly illustrates and considerate the multi-stages of coding extraction derived from T&H curriculum publication towards thematic analysis pertaining the challenges and gaps issues. The paper concludes with the liberty to suggest a T&H educator to acknowledge the four obstacles in dealing with curriculum development and promote constructivist educational theories to recognize the wake of the industry’s dynamic growth in creating the future development of T&H curriculum.

2 T&H Curriculum Development

Curriculum is the heart of education [21]. In this sense, development of curriculum is becoming central for accomplishing an aim of education. In the higher education landscape, many scholars attempt to discuss about curriculum development such as Ackerman [22] who argued that curriculum development has reached beyond their nature to include both a strategic process challenge as well as a policy challenge such a policy to teach, value to be embedded in the subject disciplines, and preparation for competition in globalization world or even
personalized curriculum which understand students as partners in learning process. Furthermore, Rogers and Taylor [23] described that curriculum development as all the way in which training or the teaching organization plans and guides the learning process that can take place in an institutional setting such as school, college or training centre, inside or outside a classroom, or in a village or a field, regardless the number of learner, whether in groups or individual based. Whereas, Carl [24] importantly stressed that depending on the perception of defining what curriculum is and how curriculum is developed, the determination of how the development process would be matter. In specific, Lunenburg [25] suggested to define what curriculum development in the first place with the purpose to understand the way to develop it and observed the development process through modelling.

In respect of T&H curriculum development approach, while, Inui [26] believed to balance the vocational and liberal aspects of tourism education is vital to produce a well-rounded graduate, a graduate with philosophical and sociological foundation for decision-making strategies as well as for professional profession preparation. There are particular narratives that could considerate as modelling references regards T&H curriculum development approach. T&H scholars suggested an implementation of the philosophic and vocational ends to face the educational future approach by emphasising the T&H transfer knowledge towards a liberal social science that aimed to develop the understanding, wisdom and criticality creates a space for a philosophical and sociological questions within the curriculum space. This suggestion brought forward by Tribe [27], Tribe [28], Tribe [29] who recommended that tourism curriculum should aim at educating “Philosophic Practitioners (PP)” which provide both liberal and vocational education, while developing students’ ability to reflect and act. Thus, a decade later, Dredge, Benckendorff [17] advanced the PP proposal and suggested “Philosophic Practitioner Education (PPE)” to actualizing the possible future of T&H curriculum.

The others believed that the big portion on the curriculum space should incorporate an applied, skills-based education that prepare a learner for a job-ready graduates. The model introduced by Morrison and O’Mahony [30] and Caton [18] who confronted the curriculum against old-fashioned hospitality paradigm and management practices towards liberation from traditional mind set to rejuvenate and discover the future alternative vision of T&H management. The aimed which deliver in higher education institution that deliberately integrates the specialist vocational within liberal-humanistic base approach. These arguments were also strengthened by King, McKercher [31] in an attempt to balance the study program by providing a broadly grounded liberal education with the student’s career desire. Thus, Morgan [32] proposed to rediscover these liberal humanistic values to be incorporated in the curriculum in order to produce a successful T&H business’ manager such as (1) qualities of self-awareness, (2) imagination, and (3) creativity. Likewise, Lewis [33] added the liberal aims including a holistic understanding of tourism that embracing both social science and business concerns to be reflected in the curriculum space.

At this point of view, among the plausible explanation of the arguments pertaining curriculum development, lead to the review of the division of T&H curriculum development model approach with one portion concentrating its analysis from a broader social science assessment and the other half being dedicated to a business-oriented character. In practice, the T&H curriculum model begin with an understanding of curriculum to function as a guideline of continuous logical process for teaching and learning activities toward the desired outcome. Indeed, it is to determine the desirable quality of education that affecting a graduate competence in creating fundamental role as a human being who are able to function socially and economically as well as maintain the well-being and effectiveness of higher education institution.
Nevertheless, beyond the T&H educational curriculum development approach and the content of the courses as a constant subject for debate lays a complex situation in concern of a recent condition prior taking curriculum development journey such as accounting a possibly T&H curriculum challenge and gap.

3 Method
An explicit method to select, and critically appraise T&H curriculum related publication that were included in the review was established. Bernard and Ryan [34] informed the systematic approaches for the relevant research, and to collect and analyse data from the studies. In practice, a Boolean logic search engine were utilized on Google scholar and collection in the university’s library in order to provide the reviewed articles [35]. The EndNote X9 software tool were utilized to store and manage the result. At the first stages, altogether, the two search engines produced more than 60,000 published articles. The selection of full paper availability and smart group examination through EndNote X9 features activated the second stages. The third stages were done by reviewing on article’s title, abstract, and keywords to determine whether the full-length research discussion was really related to the current research. Following to that, the stages yielded 44 papers of T&H curriculum development research data set that range from year 1982 thoroughgoing a recent one in 2017. Specifically, the final stages followed Braun and Clarke [36] six phases of thematic analysis in generating the four critical themes of the study and producing the report pertaining T&H curriculum challenges and gaps.

4 T&H Curriculum Challenges and Gaps
Debate and argument have highlighted critical challenges facing the education regards fundamental changes in educational processes subject areas, and disciplines. The goal is to develop and support new ways of teaching and learning approaches, even pedagogies and practices, as well as the content knowledge for hospitality and tourism education through curriculum innovation and development [37-39].

The T&H curriculum related studies for almost three decades support the preceding paragraph’s argument as well as identify the challenges and gaps for the curriculum developer to have critical attention on such issues. Table 1 informs four themes of critical challenges and gaps regard curriculum developmental issues such as (1) the needs of information, communication and technology (ICT), (2) human resources concern – skill and knowledge gap and the attention to graduate’s competency as well as career aspiration, (3) the responsiveness to industry-centered and expectation, and (4) the requirements for high-quality educational provision with effective teaching & learning practices to have significance research impact.
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5 Concluding Remark

Important conclusions drawn from the preceding discussion about industrial growth force factors to educational curriculum pertaining development context convey educator’s attention to the uncertainty of T&H future curriculum. Besides, the all four themes curriculum challenges and gaps such as (1) the needs of information, communication and technology (ICT), (2) human resources concern – skill and knowledge gap and the attention to graduate’s competency as well as career aspiration, (3) the responsiveness to industry-centred and expectation, and (4) the requirements for high-quality educational provision with effective teaching & learning practices to have significance research impact. There is critical need to understand T&H as a discipline study at higher education level including an effective strategy of teaching and learning practices to function as the vehicle to equalize skill and knowledge to produce the desirable knowledgeable highly skill workforce.
Theoretically, conceptually and empirically, an attempt to enhance student’s learning to inform teaching and learning strategy at global higher educational level to adapt to rapidly changing demands of the current world - economically and socially, has brought the dialogues to constructivism point of view. The constructivist-thinking to curriculum development focus on teaching and learning activities in nurturing an effective learner approach as well as encourage a learner to be active and aware of social engagement pertaining learning interest. As such, Biggs [82] work in creating meaning of learning combined with instructional design theories has resulted ‘constructive alignment’ approach to guide teaching and learning strategic decision while at the same time align with the objective of learning outcomes to assess a learner performances. While, Kolb [83] ‘experiential learning’, Gardner [84], Gardner [85] ‘multiple intelligences’ and Myers, McCaulley [86] ‘Myers-Briggs type indicator’ (MBTI) focus on an experiment and strategy of learning preferences for both actors of teaching and learning activities in communicating and facilitating their own style through curriculum, particularly teachers and students. And, Lave and Wenger [87] ‘legitimate peripheral participation (LPP)’ of work-based and project-based learning offered comprehensive understanding of knowledge, skill, attitude, and action in the workplace through problem identification. Whereas, alternatively, Meyer and Land [88] ‘threshold concept’ idea provided a stimulation thinking to enhance a robust teaching and learning environment.

However, this is not to address as comparison study or even to contrast those various approaches. But, the way forward to have a comprehensive understanding in finding a boulevard to generate the complete learner through curriculum. The complete learner understood as T&H future educated workforce in references to all of that industrial phenomenon and closed the curriculum gaps as well as face the challenges. In this sense, understanding the constructivist different theories, concept and model would be essential to initiate curriculum development journey towards meaning-outcomes curriculum model for learner’s acquisitions on knowledge including skill to develop graduate’s competitiveness within higher education institution.

Therefore, T&H educators or even managers in the industry obligate to generate breakthroughs. It is no longer appropriate to conduct the programs studies as business tools or produce job-ready graduate only. T&H educators need to deliver a learner that is not only literate but a learner that possess a combination of knowledge, skills, and thinking to solve problems, to think creatively and to continue to learn in order to answer economic challenges, develop employment prospects and social responsibility. This is to understand since Kennedy, Chan [89] and Inui [26] argued that the aim of educational curriculum is to create the complete learner rather than merely concentrating upon what curriculum needs to offer—as it is not possible to incorporate all existing knowledge in one particular curriculum.
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